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ABSTRACT. The development of computer controlled telescopes at small 

observatories has dramatically increased the demand for and potential 

usefulness of astronomical catalogs in machine-readable form. The com-

pilation and storage of catalogs containing program and standard stars 

are obvious necessities for the operation of an automatic telescope, but 

to date most observers have been collecting their own data and manually 

entering them into microcomputer disk storage. (This is clear from the 

small number of machine catalogs distributed by the ADC to smaller ob-

servatories.) Astronomical data centers located in several countries 

around the world currently archive, maintain and disseminate a wide 

variety of machine catalogs in virtually every discipline of astronomy, 

and these facilities can provide observers with nearly any kind of data 

needed for controlling telescopes (positional catalogs), reducing data 

(catalogs of all types of photometry, spectroscopy, etc.) and providing 

access to fundamental quantities needed for the interpretation of obser-

vations (catalogs of binaries, variables, radial and rotational veloci-

ties, etc.). The ADC presently has approximately 450 machine catalogs 

in its archives and these are available to observatories upon request. 

Procedures for obtaining data from the ADC and policies for distribution 

are described in this paper, while a list of all catalogs available can 

be obtained by contacting the ADC. 

1. USING EXISTING CATALOGS 

The large collection of existing machine-readable catalogs offers small 

observatories the possiblility of compiling specialized lists of program 

objects in almost any discipline. Astrometric catalogs such as the FK4 

(Fricke and Kopff 1963) can be used to extract accurate positions for 

the automatic acquisition of standard and program stars, while existing 

catalogs of variable stars (Kukarkin et al. 1982) can assist greatly in 

setting up observing programs for photometry of suspected variables. 

Compilation catalogs for most photometries already exist in machine 

form. Most of these have been compiled by specialists at the photomet-

ric data center in Geneva and include, in addition to all individual 
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observations, files of homogeneous mean values based on weights 

determined by reference to system standards. Examples are the general 

UBV catalogs (Mermilliod and Nicolet 1977, Nicolet 1978, Mermilliod 

1983) and uvbyft compilation (Hauck and Mermilliod 1985). A complete 

list of available catalogs can be obtained by writing to the author. 

These machine-readable catalogs can also be ordered from the Centre de 

Donnees Stellaires in Strasbourg, France, the Soviet Center for 

Astronomical Data in Moscow, the Japanese Astronomical Data Center at 

the Kanazawa Institute of Technology, and the Zentralinstitut fur 

Astrophysik in Potsdam, DDR. 

2. OBTAINING CATALOGS FROM THE ADC 

The ADC at NASA is a joint effort of Goddard's Laboratory for Astronomy 

and Solar Physics (J. M. Mead) and the NSSDC (W. H. Warren ,Jr.). While 

both groups prepare and document catalogs for distribution to the 

astronomical community, the latter group actually disseminates the data 

through NSSDC (domestic) and the World Data Center A for Rockets and 

Satellites (international). Although charges are sometimes assessed to 

cover the cost of processing a request, the Head of NSSDC and/or the 

Director of WDC-A-R&S may waive charges, as resources permit, for mod-

est numbers of data when they are to be used for scientific and educa-

tional purposes. Further information and ordering materials may be ob-

tained by contacting the ADC at the address above. 
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